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QUESTION 1

You want to delete an Art entity from the ColdFusion ORM and from the database. The array of Art entities is stored
within the array aArt, and the entity to be deleted is the second member of the array. The primary key property of the Art
entity is artId. 

Which statement deletes this entity? 

A. arrayDeleteAt(aArt, 2); 

B. aArt[2] = null; 

C. entityDelete(aArt[2].artId); 

D. entityDelete(aArt[2]); 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which declaration of the variable columnmap results in the successful output of an RSS feed? 

 

qdata = querynew("name,description,url"); 

queryaddrow(qdata,3); 

querysetcell(qdata,"name","Larry",1); 

querysetcell(qdata,"description","Larry was the middle stooge",1); 

querysetcell(qdata,"url","http://www.larryfine.com",1); 

querysetcell(qdata,"name","Moe",2); 

querysetcell(qdata,"description","Moe was the leader",2); 

querysetcell(qdata,"url","http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moe_Howard",2); 

querysetcell(qdata,"name","Curly",3); 

querysetcell(qdata,"description","Curly is everyone\\'s favorite",3); 

querysetcell(qdata,"url","http://stoogeworld.com/_Biographies/Curly.htm",3); 
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#xRSS# 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to use the component Art.cfc to represent entities within the table Art in the datasource artGallery using the
ColdFusion ORM. This datasource refers to a MySql database. 

What must you do in Application.cfc? 

A. set Application.ormEnabled = "true" 

B. set this.ormEnabled = "true" 

C. set this.dataSource = "artGallery" 

D. set this.ormSettings = {dialect="MySql", savemapping="true"}. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which tag action allows code between the starting and ending tags? 

A. run 

B. terminate 

C. sleep 

D. join 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which ORM function should you use when loading data from the database to ensure that you receive the most recent
data on the server? 

A. entityLoad() 

B. entityReload() 
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C. entityLoadByPK() 

D. entityLoadByExample() 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

You capture the RESULT structure of a query that performs an INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE operation. What does
the structure\\'s RECORDCOUNT property represent? 

A. the number of rows in the table after the query is executed 

B. the number of rows in the table before the query is executed 

C. different values for the INSERT, UPDATE or DELETE operations 

D. the number of rows affected by the query 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

You have created a ColdFusion component in your application. Inside that component you need to create a property
called user that CANNOT be seen outside the component. 

Which definition creates a user variable that CANNOT be accessed outside the component? 

A. this.user = "joe" 

B. var user = "joe" 

C. variables.user = "joe" 

D. properties.user = "joe" 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which function definition defines a private function named fullName that returns a string? 

A. string function fullName() 

B. function fullName():String 

C. private string function fullName() 

D. private function fullName():String 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 9

What is the correct syntax for creating a new directory named subfolder under the directory containing the currently
executing code? 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

You want to display a custom template when an exception occurs in your application. Which tag should you use to
specify the template to be displayed? 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Given the following code stub: 

 

Which returns the string "two"? 

A. obj.key.basic 

B. obj.basic[2] 

C. obj.basic[1] 

D. obj.basic.2 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12
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You are using syntax to call a CFM file as a custom tag. Where does ColdFusion look first for the custom tag file? 

A. in the folder containing the file with the currently executing code 

B. in the CustomTags folder under the ColdFusion installation folder 

C. in a mapped directory 

D. in the first custom tag path folder as configured in ColdFusion Administrator 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which ColdFusion tag allows you to render the body of a file into another? 

A. cfoutput 

B. CFInsert 

C. CFInclude 

D. CFFile 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

You are using the tag to generate a PDF document. What happens to the output file if you omit the file attribute of the
tag? 

A. The file is output to the browser. 

B. The file is NOT created. 

C. A runtime error occurs. 

D. The file is saved to server RAM. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

You have two instances of Art loaded within the ColdFusion ORM, and you want to modify their corresponding database
records within a single atomic operation in the file workWithArt.cfm. What is the best way to accomplish this? 

A. use CFTRANSACTION within Art.cfc 

B. use CFLOCK within Art.cfc 

C. use CFTRANSACTION around the references to both instances within workWithArt.cfm 
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D. use CFLOCK around the references to both instances within workWithArt.cfm 

Correct Answer: C 
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